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This line is made for infant boys which includes babies
0-12 months old.

Market
Information

Since babies can not shop for themselves, their
parents will be buying clothing for them. Studies show
that parents of infant boys on average make $58,628
per year and about 69% of parents of infant boys are
married according to the Department of Labor.

The highest population of infant boys are in California,
according to Wall Street Journal reporter Cheyanne
Buckingham.

Predicted
Styles & Colors
Graphic Tee

Carpenter Pant

Printed Bodysuit

Artist Overalls

The Spring/Summer 2021 season for
infant boys clothing is inspired largely by
artistry. The styles, prints, and colors will
be unique, fun, and mainly gender neutral.
These styles are all meant to be loose and
comfortable to allow for maximum
movement.

Predicted
Fabric & Print
Trends
• Spring/Summer 2021 patterns
will have a retro theme, also
accompanied by a lot of childdrawn original artwork
inspired by animals and music.
WGSN is expecting to see
babies in very artsy clothing in
the coming year.
• Fabric trends will include
organic cotton jersey, linen,
and organic muslin. These
materials will be breathable
and comfortable while moving
around in the Spring and
Summer climate.
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Cotton Jersey

My Line

Cotton Jersey

This Spring/Summer 2021 line is
marketed towards baby boys. The line
is free spirited, light, and comfortable.
The materials are linen and organic
cotton jersey. Baby boys will be able to
move and play freely and look
adorable while doing it. I also wanted
to make sure all the pieces could be
mixed and matched with each other. I
would like this line to be sold to H&M
kids because I like the idea of a mom,
dad, and child being able to shop at the
same place for affordable clothing. I
also appreciate that H&M has a
sustainable line of clothing that
children can wear as well.

Linen

Cotton Jersey

Cotton Jersey
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